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Abstract

This research seeks to understand to what extent the development of bodily experience
through artistic practices becomes fundamental in the understanding of being before its
possibilities of action in the world. Daily, the body is in dialogue with the environment and
shares sensations throughout its existence, being impossible to separate them. It is understood
that art can be seen as an expression willing to reinforce the relations between the subject and
the sensitive universe through subjective experiences that allow to register the memory
experienced, to instill memories and to re-signify objective and paradigmatic concepts. Thus,
the specific objective of this article is to analyze the artistic experiment titled "Domum", which
uniting performance, photography, video, music and architecture, proposed to highlight the
potencial of an abandoned space in the city of Aracaju/SE and its possibilities of experience and
perception.
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1 Introdução

Sharing a remembrance is always a moment to relive or recreate memories and stories through language; that is to recall
circumstances and to instate new insights from the experiences that reside in the now. By attempting to bring up the memory
of an architectural experience, I ask how can I translate in textual and linear language what we experience with body and
imagination when words are not enough? In this way, I believe that artistic language allows a communication that
approximates the body experiment of the individual that looks for a lived memory register.

Through a transdisciplinary artistic work between performance, photography, video, music and architecture, a video dance was
developed as visual support of an experience in an abandoned space in the city of Aracaju (SE). This encounter between body
and space will be analyzed from remembrances that activate the construction of a lived body memory. In this experience
perspective, the intention of poetics arises as an expression of being that brings together past and present in a
phenomenological space that comes from intimate and individual resonances.

Without theoretical precedents, the experience emerged spontaneously and, later, it was supported by some authors of
architecture and contemporary arts with the pretension of approaching some important reflections on the perception of an
active body that often establishes sensations by running through spaces and to cultivate embodied memories.

Therefore, for a better understanding, this article was divided into 04 moments that try to bring an "order" of the experience.
At first, we will begin with the poetic encounter between body and abandoned space, understanding its potentialities from the
emptiness and the materiality spent. Subsequently, the execution of the performance and its supporting elements, which
helped to achieve the final artistic product, will be described.
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‘The penetrating smell of rubber, concrete, meat; the taste of dust; the uncomfortable elbow
scratching on an abrasive surface; the pleasurable sensation of thick walls and the pain of
bumping into a corner in the darkness; the echo of a hall - space is not simply the three-
dimensional projection of a mental representation, but it is something that is heard and acted
on. And it is the eye that frames - the window, the door, the ephemeral ritual of the passage
[...]’ (Tschumi, 2008, p.181, our translation).

‘The insertion of contemporary objects into "places of memory" always results in a
phenomenon that gathers past-present, to be experienced in real time and space, activating
the simultaneous perception of multiple temporalities and also expanding the landscape
possibilities of signification. Places of memory, the ruins were, throughout history, a field for
the enjoyment from the picturesque to the sublime. Nowadays, in situ intervention strategies in
ruins enhance potentially both aesthetic dimensions while mobilizing memory’. (Zonno 2014,
p.495, our translation).

Finally, the intention of this article is to demonstrate that art can be seen as a willing language to reinforce the relations
between the individual and the sensitive universe through subjective experiences that allow to build up memories and re-
signify objective and paradigmatic concepts.

 

2 Poetic encounter between the body and space

We begin this article by reflecting on the relation body and space by understanding them as unison elements which, together,
reverberate and activate dynamics that lead to experience. Here, we will think about architecture as an articulated space that
shelters the individual and mediate relations, by impelling us to understand the body as an active element in the space
apprehension and its possibilities. In this sense, it is worth emphasizing that architectural experiences are beyond visual
perception and the objective character of its elements, providing discoveries and experiences that transcend materiality and
redirect "our consciousness to the world and our own sense of having an identity and being alive" (Pallasmaa, 2011, p.11, our
translation). Thus, we can understand that the dialogue between body and space has a great significance, not only to those
whom have it as shelter and protection, but also to those whom allow themselves to experience it beyond sight by exploring
the other senses.

According to Bernard Tschumi (2008), this thinking about the active body in the spatial configuration is relevant once that the
body is the point of departure and the point of arrival of architecture by producing spaces through its movements, becoming
the action of events in the architectural spaces. Thus, as stated by the author:

In this context, the poetic encounter between body and space proposed by this work seeks to transgress the programmed
functionality of the architectural space in order to recognize possibilities of action that reach new openings of enjoyment and
experience. To elucidate this experience, an artistic performance is proposed here as a support for attention to action that looks
for going beyond reductionist interpretations of architecture. According to Sandra Cinto (apud Canton, 2009, p.49) "perception
requires involvement" and one of the great challenges for contemporary artists is to create strategies for a body in transit to
stop and pay attention to what is being displayed. In this way, the presented performance aims to broaden the space-time
perception through an experience in an abandoned space, a "place of memory". According to Zonno:

In this way, the encounter with the abandoned space in this artistic performance will be analyzed from a personal and direct
experience of being that experiences and awakens memories that activate the construction of a body lived memory. In this
experience perspective, the intention of poetics arises as an expression of being that brings together past and present in a
phenomenological space that comes from intimate and individual resonances. According to Bachelard (2008), poetics is
unpredictable, reaching any look that is alert to the unknown and open to becoming. This leads, therefore, to a second moment
of this article: the comprehension of the abandoned edified space as a void articulation that provides the opening of new paths
and interpretations.

3 Void as a potential element

In a poetic way, the artist Yves Klein, in his work "Le vide" (1958), sought to highlight the void beyond the sense of negation,
of lack, but as a state of openness, freedom and optimism by revealing it in his totality and in its still unexplored new
territories (Teixeira, 1999). It can be seen, therefore, that void is "full" of discoveries, paths and, from the point of view
presented, allows to transcend established logics that provokes the emergence of meanings through the awakening of
circumstances and unplanned events. For Rocha (2010, p.313, our translation), "in the void, we are free, we enter into an
architectural dimension where everything is possible, there is neither past nor future, just the present."

On the abandoned spaces in the urban context, Solà-Morales (2002) in his text “Terrain Vague” defines them as forgotten,
obsolete and peripheral places that, for the most part, are linked to the construction of negative senses in the face of urban
experiences. However, when highlighted in their potentialities - here evidenced by artistic experiments - they lead us to
another urban logic and present us with an unknown and open dimension to the possible. As an "inter-place", defined by
Guatelli (2012, p.63, our translation) as "absences capable of producing presences, [which] do not point out paths, do not
direct or define uses, but, on the contrary, they allow the opening of unplanned paths, uses and actions", the abandoned
spaces are capable of acquiring multiple meanings. From this approach it can be deduced that the attentive gaze of the
individual to the interaction with these spaces will tend himself to a new sense. This way, such interpretation and subjectivity
depend on a being that identifies itself, perceives it, and fills it with meanings.

At this point of the work it is worth mentioning that artistic performances emerge as creation of something that leads the
individual - artist or spectator - to approach the real, the nature of the event, establishing spatial transgressions in their
actions. Since the 1970s, different artists have emphasized marginalized memory spaces, such as resistance to power



‘Then one finds something that has been lost without even realizing it: it is not an esoteric,
solemn or majestic time, but the ephemeral intensity of a forgotten moment from the past
which, by sudden conjunction with the temporality of the present sensation, acquires a sudden
depth, as if it echoed an appeal that comes from far, from an instant buried in the past and
that, suddenly, has a possible future. Or again: the present is not only an indifferent point of
inflection between before and after; and the past is not simply something locked up and dead.
In their reciprocal encounter, both past and present, they assume a sensitive intensity that
gives them again what seemed lost: the opening over an unknown dimension, the opening over
the possible…’ (Gagnon, 2007 apud Canton, 2009, p.57, our translation)

strategies and the speed of everyday life, through performances, theater, music, dance and other interventions. Jeanne-Marie
Gagnebin (2009), referring to the last volume of Marcelo Proust's book "In Search of Lost Time", proposes the following
reflection about the evocation of memory of these spaces:

In this way, the enthusiasm of contemporary art for empty and forgotten spaces will be portrayed in the next stage of this
article by describing the performance entitled "Domum." Formatted in a video-dance, the work was produced by the author
with the intention of establishing a debate that contributes in highlighting the relation body x space and its construction
possibilities of meanings in abandoned spaces.

4 “Domum”

It is understood that the language that wills to create relations with the sensitive universe, which are arisen from the
imagination can be found in artistic expressions, through subjective experiences which ran through concrete and material
surfaces. As reported by Woodfield (2012, p.567), "language is more than an instrument of communication, more than a set of
labels to be affixed to people and objects that exist in our environment. It needs to be creative so she can develop vital
functions." Even so, formatted in a short film, the “Domum” video-dance tries to communicate through the audiovisual
language and performance, the void and abandoned spaces’ potentialities highlighted by experience.

Assuming that the construction of spatial meanings comes from use, it is believed that empiricism in harmony with art provides
the awakening of relevant senses in life maintenance by its potency. So, the contemporary art by valuing the ruins in a poetic
way, recognizes man as a powerless being in the ordination and control of the world, bringing him closer to the real and his
inevitable degradation (Zonno, 2014).

The "Domum" performance allowed the individuals involved in the process to experience possibilities of action in an urban
scenery, which becomes more and more limitative in their everyday lives. On a daily basis, the city of Aracaju (SE) has been
growing without the construction of a critical thinking about its architecture, by inserting itself in a pragmatic structure and
without reflective motivations about its urban development. Within this context, "Domum" emerged to highlight, poetically, the
experience in the city’s less obvious spaces as gaps that dialogue with subject through their wasted materiality and that help
thinking about the contemporary city beyond the consensual and limited objectives.  

The intervention was a performative action in a residence in process of demolition located at Beira Mar Avenue, in the 13 de
Julho neighborhood, in Aracaju (SE). The initial idea of   this action appeared when it was noted the destruction of a residence
which had a neocolonial architectonic character, inserted in a noble area of   great real estate speculation. The difference
between the newly constructed buildings and the house was highlighted during the demolition process, instating questionings
about the transformation of that landscape. During this brief moment of change in the landscape, the house appeared, in the
eyes of the artist, as an object with poetic potential to be reinvented and registered through an artistic experience that valued
its memory and possibilities. As stated by Rocha (2010), the present abandonment deprived visually obvious materialities and
immaterialities in the field of senses, which disincarnated the architectural bodies and inhabited borders, escapes and soot.

The starting point for the initial screenplay came in the face of a wandering woman (performer) who was walking down the
avenue and faced an antagonistic landscape [construction and demolition]. Then she wondered herself about the mysteries and
images that this house would shelter and, without any knowledge about the property precedents, she allowed herself to enter
the universe of neglect and to experience the poetics of void in cadenced, danced and sensed movements.

The proposed performance was also experienced by the eyes of the photographer and the art director, once the moments were
shared and synchronized among the 3 artists. As from the subjective cameras accompanying the steps of the performer, it was
noticed that the bodies of the other participants were also inserted in the same spatial dimension, however each body
configured its own graphics by their own individual movement (Fig.1 and Fig. 2).



‘We hypothesize that a poetic interpretation of the relation between intervention and ruin may
increase its valorization possibilities, beyond the remembrance values, as art. We experience
the ruin-intervention phenomenon, past-present, through the body, in space and time,
enjoying the patina of time and its re-discovery, activating sensitivity and memory’ (Zonno,
2014, p.498, our translation).

The house, an architectural object, could be understood in this work as the main source for the conception of poetic images,
once its wasted materiality became more and more sensitive and fragile during the stages of detachment. At every instant, the
elements residing in that space seduced the artists into questions about their past memories and their fate. The sense of being
identified with the ruin due to the ratification of an inevitable destiny of death, allows the subject to live it in real space and
time as present experience. This ruin’s poetics can be better understood from the following assertion:

By touching the pillar and leaving the trail of the hand over the dust meant understanding that the presence of the body, in
that moment, added marks and shared their last breaths. The present vegetation, which was contaminated with remains from
the demolition, had already little force. The wind that across the window spans held the emptiness, and at every moment
renewed the space, resounding distant daydreams. Elements like mailbox, street sign and house number carried out sinuous
features, highlighting the identity of the residence and emitting marks of a lived time. All perceptions of these elements were
emphasized when the corporeal senses were triggered from a direct or peripheral perception.

In this context, after the beginning of the performance inside the house, it was seen a narrowing of the relationship between
the performer and the space, revealing daydreams plus feelings that quickly made them accomplices. Bachelard (2008, p. 26,
our translation) assists this understanding when he says that "by evoking memories of the house, we add dream values. We
are never true historians, we are always little poets, and our emotion may not express more than lost poetry".

As follows, the body's movements appeared in a cadenced way, exposing impulses that sometimes fit into space (Fig.3). The
dance, without programmed choreography, created, during the process, a new spelling, looking for different ways of occupying
and perceiving space.

Fig. 1: Making of. Three different looks on the scene. Source: Victor Balde, 2013.

Fig. 2: Promotion photo. Source: Victor Balde, 2013.
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An important aspect that must be underlined in this work was the appearance of “production values” during the moment of
performance. Translated as “valores de produção”, this phenomenon is considered important by the time when elements
emerge as a surprise, without programming the space of action, and it adds values   to the final artistic product. In "Domum" we
found 02 (two) important elements: a remain window frame that was added to the composition of movement, and a weak
mouse that, even in life, represented the fragility of that place (Fig. 4 and Fig.5).

At the end of the experiment, the artists left the house recognizing that the atmosphere of void housed three (3) individuals
who, unpretentiously, set out to expand their spatial perception as from a body experience. For Maurice Merleau-Ponty (2003,
p. 21, our translation) "things pass within us, just as we pass through things."

5 Domum edited: reviving experiences

After the end of the performance, it was considered the possibility of capturing images on the last day of the demolition, in
order to show all the steps of the architectural object abandonment process; these images allowed the video to bring the
viewer closer to reality of the performance and its context.

An important factor at the time of post-production was the addition of the soundtrack as an element capable of providing
different intensities to the movements, as to dance as to the audiovisual. By the time of performance, the performer obtained
random sound stimulations, without attachment to melodies or defined sounds. That is, it would be necessary to look for a
track that would best suit the finished video.

In such manner, a musician was invited to compose it, based on the images of the already edited video. The proposal was to
create a mysterious atmosphere, subtle and, in a certain way, delicate. Thus, the foley technique was added to the
development of the track. Foley is a technique widely used in post-production cinematographic processes, in order to amplify
and emphasize the body sounds emitted by the actors. The sound of breathing, of touching the clothes, of stepping on the
floor, of sitting, everything is all highlighted when it is believed that these details will make difference in the perception of the
final product. In "Domum" it was not different, considering that the intention of the video was to emphasize the relation body x
space, and to amplify the understanding of felt and emitted intensities in/through the space (Fig. 6 and Fig.7).

Fig. 3: Body and space as accomplices. Source: Personal archive.

Fig. 4: Production values: remaining window frame. Source: Personal archive.

Fig. 5: Production values: a mouse. Source: Personal archive.
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Finally, after being edited, the name "Domum" became, which in Latin means "house". Objective, short and easy to pronounce,
the name contributed to a greater identification between the spectator and the work, once that this word brings up memories
and personal meanings. It can be said that the final product and the results of this experiment were relevant to those who were
willing to experience chance through the proposed performance. The exercise of sharpening the perception, through the other
body senses contributed to an understanding of a possible, alive and active body before the possibilities of action of the world.
Therefore, it is believed that instituting feelings and walking through unknown paths is part of an existential quest of the
individual and this allows to reach extremes and real life potentialities.

6 Final considerations

As we advance in this work it was possible to understand that the encounter of the body with space was the core of the
question once that they are inseparable and share sensations, memories and experiences throughout their existence. Although
the study of the body in the light of common sense can still be seen distant from the creative understanding of space, we could
perceive that it must be understood in its unity as from the union of its senses and beyond the body as a measure, so
emphasized in the study of architecture.

This work was configured as a process of conceptual deepening about a construction of memory from an artistic experiment in
forgotten and empty spaces. At first, these places of memory provide alternatives for the mutation of spatial meanings and
senses through the void potentiality presented as shelter of freedom. Just as the interpretation of the poetics of these spaces
allows the subject to experience the potentiality of body experience in a present and sensible way in space and real time.

With the intention of adding practices that intensify the relationship between body and space, an artistic experience entitled
"Domum" was highlighted, with the idea of   uniting other fields of knowledge and manifesting themselves from expressions that
approach the subject of the world by outlining a poetic and contemporary practice. The characterization of the artistic
intervention presented was the object of personal and professional development of the architect, dancer and author of this
article, once that she seeks to research urban experiences through artistic language as a subsidy for her creative work,
whether in dance or architecture. Thus, art as experience has proved to be a basis upon which poetic study can be built.
Through "Domum" it was verified that the abandoned space received confidences and secrets by recording its confessions in a
wasted matter. It was perceived that in this environment relevance was to the present moment and to being, once that the
appearance and emphasis on visual beauty no longer mattered. Like so, when entering the house the limits were exceeded, the

Fig. 6: Capturing audio through the foley technique. Source: Victor Balde, 2013.

Fig. 7: Soundtrack editing: synchronization between movement and sound. Source: Victor Balde, 2013.
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dialogues were changed, and from that encounter one cumplicity was conceived. Now, [my] secrets are stored in the ethereal
atmosphere that emerges from the heart and inhabits [my] soul.

“Domum” credits

Direction: Marlon Delano 
Conception and Performance: Julia Delmondes 
Photography: Victor Balde 
Edition: Marlon Delano 
Original soundtrack (production and composition): Dudu Prudente 
Musicians: Carol Prudente, Guga Martins, André Dantas 
Make up: Luna Safira
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